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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, United Kingdom, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Digital
Print ed.. 226 x 152 mm. Language: English Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This
study of the political attitudes of ordinary Londoners during the reign of Charles II examines not
only the manifestations of public opinion - for example, riot and demonstration - but also the
manner of its formation - religious experience, economic activity, and exposure to mass political
propaganda. Professor Harris shows to be misleading the conventional view, that the whigs
enjoyed the support of the London masses, and the tories were essentially anti-populist. Both sides
had public support during the exclusion crisis, and this division stemmed from fundamental
religious tensions within London political culture, dating back to 1660 and before. Attractively
illustrated with polemical contemporary engravings, London Crowds demonstrates clearly the
value of bringing together both high and low activity into a truly integrated social history of politics,
and sheds important new light not just on urban agitation but on the nature of late-Stuart party
conflict.
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This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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